PM GLOBE Program
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

FAQS about GPP Profi les
#1: How do I choose a PM GLOBE project?
#2: How are people assigned to GPP projects?
#3: How is the capacity of a GPP project determined?
#4: What does the GPP website offer?
#5: What does GPP stand for?

FAQS about PM GLOBE Site Assignments
#1: What do I need to prepare to travel?
#2: What is the GPP website?
#3: Once I am assigned to a GPP site, how will I be notified of my assignment?

FAQS about Travel Documents
#1: Why is it important for me to provide accurate information for my PM GLOBE travel arrangements?
#2: How should I dress on PM GLOBE travel?
#3: Can my spouse or significant other travel with me on PM GLOBE?
#4: Do I have to sign the travel release forms?
#5: What does the release authorization form entail?

FAQS about PM GLOBE Dresscode
#1: What are the dress requirements for PM GLOBE travel?
#2: What is the best way to pack for PM GLOBE travel?
#3: How often will I be required to wear business attire?

FAQS about PM GLOBE Programs
#1: How do I apply for PM GLOBE?
#2: What is a GPP Profile?
#3: What is the GPP website?
#4: How are people assigned to GPP projects?
#5: What is the PM GLOBE ranking system and how does it work?

What does the program tax cover?

In addition to these insights, the text discusses the importance of providing accurate information for travel arrangements, the need for students to dress appropriately for travel, and the applications process for PM GLOBE programs.